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Abstract : Based on a translanguaging theoretical approach, which considers language not as separate entities but as an
entire repertoire available to bilingual individuals, this systematic review aimed at analyzing the methods (aims, samples
investigated, type of stimuli, and analyses) adopted by studies on translanguaging practices associated with written and oral
tasks (separately or integrated) in bilingual education. The PRISMA criteria for systematic reviews were adopted, with the
descriptors "translanguaging", "bilingual education" and/or “written and oral tasks" to search in Pubmed/Medline, Lilacs, Eric,
Scopus, PsycINFO, and Web of Science databases for articles published between 2017 and 2021. 280 registers were found, and
after following the inclusion/exclusion criteria, 24 articles were considered for this analysis. The results showed that
translanguaging practices were investigated on four studies focused on written production analyses, ten focused on oral
production analysis, whereas ten studies focused on both written and oral production analyses. The majority of the studies
followed a qualitative approach, while five studies have attempted to study translanguaging with quantitative statistical
measures. Several types of methods were used to investigate translanguaging practices in written and oral production, with
different approaches and tools indicating that the methods are still in development. Moreover, the findings showed that
students’ interactions have received significant attention, and studies have been developed not just in language classes in
bilingual education, but also including diverse educational and theoretical contexts such as Content and Language Integrated
Learning, task repetition, Science classes, collaborative writing, storytelling, peer feedback, Speech Act theory and collective
thinking, language ideologies, conversational analysis, and discourse analyses. The studies, whether focused either on writing
or oral tasks or in both, have portrayed significant research and pedagogical implications, grounded on the view of integrated
languages in bi-and multilinguals.
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